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The Set-Apart Woman
2015-03-20

in the set apart woman women of all ages will be encouraged to stay grounded in jesus amid the many distractions and temptations of their daily lives biblical truths
will help readers understand what it means to live the consecrated life set apart for god s purposes readers will apply these truths to practical areas of struggle that
women face on a daily basis such as sinful attitudes and patterns and other hindrances to our souls

Daughter
2020-07-19

every woman is someone s daughter as women each of us is distinct in significant ways like freshly fallen snowflakes we are all remarkably unique we come in a
large variety of shapes and sizes we differ in our origins cultures and values then again what s important is how we are alike all women share one thing in common
we are all daughters we are all designed by god with his unique plan and purpose for each of us moreover we all belong to an influential extraordinary community
the daughterhood of god many women are longing for confidence and a sense of purpose and especially a sense of identity what does it mean to be god s daughter
how can women be personally transformed by the truth of how god sees them daughter god s invitation to every woman offers an opportunity to explore your
calling identity and exclusive privilege of being god s child come with me on this powerful encouraging journey into a deeper walk with god as you discover your
call and purpose as god s little girl

Becoming a Woman of Prayer
2014-02-27

prayer is our response to god s invitation so often we think of prayer as something we do to break through to god to get his attention and to get him to listen to us
but intimacy with god is his idea he has taken the initiative and prayer is his gift to us it is an opportunity for us to respond to his invitation to intimacy by calling
crying and singing to him prayer is our response to the one who has called out to us and desires to be in a relationship with us in becoming a woman of prayer
cynthia heald will encourage you to respond to god s invitation to deeper intimacy with him

Women in God's Mission
2018-11-06

christianity today 2020 book of the year award missions global church women have advanced god s mission throughout history and around the world but women
often face particular obstacles in ministry what do we need to know about how women thrive mission researcher mary lederleitner interviewed and surveyed ninety
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five respected women in mission leadership from thirty countries to gather their insights expertise and best practices she unveils how women serve in distinctive
ways and identifies key traits of faithful connected leaders when women face opposition based on their gender they employ various strategies to carry on with
resilience and hope real life stories and case studies shed light on dynamics that inhibit women and also give testimony to god s grace and empowerment in the
midst of challenges women and men will find resources here for partnering together in effective ministry and mission organizations can help women flourish
through advocacy mentoring and addressing structural issues wherever god has invited you to serve and lead discover that you are not alone as you answer the call

Becoming a Woman Whose God Is Enough
2014-09-01

no matter what a woman s age circumstance or level of spiritual maturity author cynthia heald comes alongside and helps her lay aside her burdens and embrace
the person she was created to be as a woman grows toward peace with god she will grow in the joys of loving others waiting on god with hope and trusting him fully
she will be encouraged to respond to god s invitation to deeper intimacy with him this eleven week bible study helps women discover that god is enough he is a
mighty god and he longs for his people to plumb his depths and be blessed by who he is

God's Invitation to More
2008-05

sooner or later even a semi literate conscious mind contemplates life from the perspective of the grizzled face staring back from the bathroom mirror how did this
happen i was having fun and all of a sudden reece roth the main character of this work of fiction is a fifty something guy who found that mirror recently divorced
again he has lost count of how many times he has enough life left in him to scream back at his reflection hell no not yet obviously this last bit of hubris generates
much laughter among the gods as well as a humorous commitment to show him who s boss this book is nothing more than an offering to all those who cling
stubbornly to their own sense of dignity as in particle physics energy manifests and extinguishes a thousand times in the blink of an eye as in nature fairness seems
random and detached from mankind s childish notions of justice as any old person swaddled in blankets sitting by a window at an old folks home will tell you life
itself is a side slapping illusion

Made For More
2014-03-20

who are you really in an uncertain world we crave the security of knowing exactly who we are and where we belong but too often as women we try to find this
safety in our roles and relationships our professional accomplishments or our picture perfect homes and as we do our souls shrink smaller and smaller it s because
these things aren t made to hold us in made for more hannah anderson invites you to re imagine yourself not simply as a set of roles and categories but as a person
destined to live in the fullness of god himself starting with our first identity as image bearers hannah shows how jesus christ makes us people who can reflect his
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nature through our unique callings she also explores how these deeper truths affect the practical realties that we face as women how does being an image bearer
shape our pursuit of education our work and even our desire for holistic lives because you are made in god s image you will only ever know yourself only ever be
yourself as you find your identity in him find it now

The Invitation to Intimacy with God
2019-09-24

living in a fast forward culture it s easy to feel overlooked or forgotten you hunger to be included in something greater than yourself but sometimes life s details
take over the good news is through god s word and moments alone with him you can rest in comfort that the mighty and merciful heavenly father never stops loving
you tracey mitchell partnered with more than fifty women to create the invitation to intimacy with god a devotional designed to draw you deeper into a relationship
with the father with topics including peace prayer forgiveness temptations and joy each brief but rich devotion includes a scripture verse and a prayer prompt to
guide you through your busy day the invitation to intimacy with god offers you a year of reflection and peace with the father who longs for you to know how
incredibly loved you are

Wisdom's Feast
2016

woman wisdom in proverbs 9 invites any who want to learn her ways to come and eat at her table an image for the rich and satisfying teaching that she offers in
this book barbara reid invites readers to this feast drawing on women s wisdom to offer fresh new interpretations of biblical texts in a way that promotes equal
dignity and value for women and men alike reid begins by presenting feminist methods of biblical interpretation and explaining why they are important giving
attention not only to gender perspectives but also to race class and culture as determinative factors in how one understands the biblical text she then presents fresh
readable feminist interpretations of selected old and new testament texts each chapter concludes with discussion questions for group or personal use making
feminist interpretation of scripture understandable compelling and usable wisdom s feastwill be valuable to any readers hungry to learn from the rich insights of
feminist biblical scholars

Fresh Out of Amazing
2016-08-30

you re invited to savor some grace today what do you do when everyone expects you to be amazing and you ve got nothing left to give it s an issue all busy women
share that pressure to always be a go getter when sometimes all you want to do is get going and stay gone for a long time join author and speaker stacey thacker as
she walks you through god s mercies and shows you how to identify what s dragging you down so you can find the specific encouragement you need increase your
trust in jesus by learning practical ways to rest when you re depleted accept the invitation to see god big when you re fresh out of amazing whether you re short on
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time energy motivation hope or all of the above only one thing can bring your weary spirit back to life jesus

Jesus Feminist
2013-11-05

gender roles have been debated for centuries and now sarah bessey offers a clarion freedom call for all who want to realize their giftedness and potential in the
kingdom of god through a thoughtful review of biblical teaching and church practices bessey shares how following jesus made a feminist out of her

Irresistible Invitation 40 Day Reading Book
2010-10-01

maxie dunnam reminds us that accepting the invitation begins with a few quiet moments each day spent on deepening our relationship with god accept the
invitation today

Saying Yes!: Responding to God's Invitation to Transform and Engergize Our Lives
2018-02-20

when mary respond courageously to god s life changing invitation to be the mother of jesus her yes changed the world how will we respond to all the life changing
invitations god offers us every day in this strong affirming practical humorous honest and spot on guide kristin armstrong and sally robb use their own life
experiences and even their own faults and failings to show us how saying yes to god in our own lives can fill us with god s joy and lead to transformation even when
we face difficult challenges stress sadness and tragedy for god uses our vulnerability to remind us that we are valuable we are needed and we are deeply loved
completely down to earth and filled with experiences that will touch your heart saying yes is for every woman who wants to feel the transforming power of god s
love and let that love lead to an increased sense of worthiness calling healing forgiveness and joy book jacket

Beautiful in God's Eyes for Young Women
2014-02-01

have you ever struggled with your body image or in a moment of depression asked why am i ugly bestselling author elizabeth george wants you to experience the
confidence of knowing that you are beautiful in god s eyes many young women struggle with eating disorders or distorted body images because they believe the
world s version of ultimate beauty perfection or femininity they are deciding based on those lies that they are too ugly too fat too different too unloveable it s time
to give your body image a makeover by using god s truth as your mirror surround yourself with inspiring bible verses and elizabeth s encouraging guidance to
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discover purpose and confidence you ve only dreamed of having if you want to see something really beautiful take a look at the incredible young woman god made
you to be

Seeking God: An Invitation to Women
2020-04

this short book is an invitation to women to open and trust the lord as their beloved spouse who calls them to trust him and enter total intimacy with him to give
him everything that surfaces in prayer and in life it is a call of love that invites us to abandon ourselves to the heart of jesus and to allow this relationship of love to
deepen and grow as we listen to him calling us in the depths of our heart

God's Invitation to More
2008-05-16

did you ever have a conversation with someone that so intrigued you that when you walked away you longed to know more the kind of stimulating conversation that
in the ensuing days your mind exploded with deeper thoughts and questions where there was a divine bond that you knew god was up to something big what began
as a casual lunch between two women resulted in a divine invitation from god god gave kyle roberts and beverly plimpton the ultimate invitation to fulfill his call on
their lives the invitation to a friendship orchestrated by a sovereign god the deeper life in christ lock arms to disciple and spiritually direct others follow god s call
to teach women how to disciple and spiritually direct others onto maturity in christ we invite you to accept god s invitation to more you re personally invited to live
out your divine calling to depth dignity and delight in christ

Come as You Are
2005

walsh walks readers through god s invitation to come as you are not just as you wish you were topics include fear loneliness feeling overwhelmed and broken and
crisises

What God Really Thinks About Women Bible Study Guide
2010-06-01

popular speaker teacher and author sharon jaynes combined sales of over 235 000 copies presents an insightful and inviting study guide companion for her new
book what god really thinks about women with her trademark biblical perspective sharon spends time with jesus mother the woman at the well mary magdalene
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and others and brings to life their experiences with the forgiveness healing and love of jesus great for group or individual exploration this revealing study guide
provides reflective questions passage studies and exciting discoveries about god s love for his daughters then and now sharon s wisdom and personal approach
guides readers to witness and experience god s power to transform them from insignificant to highly esteemed disgraced to full of grace guilty to forgiven readers
will awaken to god s heart and hope for them as he lovingly exchanges their heartache hopelessness doubt or shame for the beauty of wholeness

When Women Give
2017-07-07

women are entrepreneurs highly paid professionals and leaders in business many of us have skills to give we are marrying later many of us have time to give
women are also likely to manage the family money for a significant portion of their lives many of us have money to give when kim king a former corporate lawyer
began her own giving journey she found herself short on resources that would guide her along the way she faced many questions how much do i give how do i find
good organizations that are efficient and effective what are some of the common methods of giving how do i find others to join me on this journey most of all she
was eager to root all of her decisions in a biblical framework when women give is filled with practical advice and stories to foster growth in giving at any and every
level kim shares openly from her own story both from her perspective as a donor and from serving on the boards of several christian nonprofits if you want to be a
wise steward of what you ve been given then this book is for you

Invitation to the Jesus Life
2014-02-27

to encounter jesus daily and have a relationship with him changes everything our focus becomes eternal experience jesus in such a way that his love drenched
others focused nature shapes your character the spiritual practices in each chapter will challenge you to go deeper with him

I Am a Leader
2020-03-03

you feel it deep in your bones god is inviting you to join him to participate in his redemptive work in the world and yet as a woman leader you face so many potential
obstacles lack of clarity over your unique calling competing time demands changing seasons of life challenges such as self doubt criticism and spiritual dryness with
nearly 30 years of ministry experience angie ward knows firsthand the unique challenges that women leaders face as they seek to pursue their calling in i am a
leader angie explores the concept of calling as it applies specifically to women leaders those women of influence both in christian ministry and the broader world
what is calling how do you discover it and what does it look like to live out that calling practically amid a multitude of challenges thoroughly researched
theologically and biblically integrated and uniquely personal i am a leader will resonate no matter where you are on the calling journey whether you are wondering
about your god given purpose sensing an inkling of an invitation to a particular ministry or embarking on the path but encountering challenges
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Leaders
2015-05-15

leaders lessons from women of vision and courage walks women through the lives of miriam esther lydia and nine other women of the bible wherever god placed
them these women used their leadership abilities to serve god and others gien karssen s vivid storytelling and deep insights will immerse you in the lives of these
courageous women and explore how god has called you to serve as a leader in your own life wherever god has placed you the stories you read will remind you of
people you know and maybe even of yourself each book in the her name is woman series brings to life women of the bible as you grapple with god s role in each
woman s life you will be motivated to live your own life wholeheartedly for god each chapter includes relevant scripture passages and bible study questions that
have made the her name is woman series a favorite guide for bible studies and small groups

Check All That Apply
2001-12-28

sundee frazier draws from her own experience to help people from multiracial backgrounds understand their identity and get a sense of god s purpose for their
lives

Women of Vision
2007-03-20

from the reviews women of vision blends biographical narrative with psychological perspectives on human development resulting in a moving and passionate book
that is suitable for both academic and nonacademic readers it is a useful tool for teaching purposes or for simple enjoyable and informative reading psychology of
women quarterly a fascinating look of preservation and perceptiveness that is differentiated from its predecessors in its range of disciplines and emphasis this new
life course approach to understanding female leaders gives valuable insight into the lives of these imminent women furnishing insights into how the social economic
political milieu and the attitudes and values of the time played a significant role in the lives of these women but also in all our lives women of vision will serve as a
springboard for exploration of how the psychologies of individual human lives affect their life course and as a galvanizing step for many more future women of
vision and leadership the accounts in the book should be of substantial significance for readers interested in gender issues however the book will appeal to an even
wider audience persons hoping to move in new directions in their own lives e g women looking wistfully at new academic and occupational paths after years in
stereotypic niches can surely also find inspiration in the various accounts sirreadalot org we all know of women of great vision women whose efforts and
accomplishments have had a major impact on the arts politics women s rights sports or science but often we may not understand how they became such powerful
agents of change and what sorts of questions we should ask of their pasts to understand how the trajectories of their lives were formed in this extraordinary
textbook leading experts cast new light on the role of circumstance accomplishments and personality in the development of various twentieth century women of
vision this is a brand new life course approach to understanding female leaders and gives valuable insight into the lives of such eminent women as rachel carson
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evelyn gentry hooker georgia o keeffe eleanor roosevelt babe didrikson zaharias ella fitzgerald alice paul lucille ball and many others study questions and exercises
at the end of each chapter further enhance the text women of vision will serve as the springboard for exploration of how the psychologies of individual human lives
affect their life course and a galvanizing step for many more future women of vision and leadership

Woman's Evangelical Commentary: New Testament
2006-06

written by women for women this new testament commentary adheres to the complementarian view of the relationship between men and women helping readers
see god s marvelous design and plan for all

The Invitation
2021-10-12

moving beyond conversionism many christians today are uncomfortable with older simpler notions about evangelism as conversionism but see as insufficient the
more progressive model of evangelism as hospitality transcending that dichotomy richard osmer advances a theology of evangelism as a multifaceted act of
invitation into christ following community osmer begins by exploring references to evangelism in the new testament both in the gospels and in the letters of paul he
then enters into dialogue with karl barth to work through ideas of church witness and the relationship of evangelism to salvation finally with lucid explanations and
illustrative case studies he offers guidance for pastors laity and students to use as they reimagine how evangelism might best happen in their churches and
missional organizations osmer s approach mirrors the conviction stated in his introduction that our concept of evangelism must be formed and constantly reformed
by keeping the bible church doctrine and practical theology in conversation foundational to osmer s rendering of evangelism as invitation is the essential truth that
it is christ and the holy spirit who calls converts and makes disciples not christians thus we can invite our neighbors to the wedding feast while remaining reassured
that the table is already set

Seek
2012-09-18

the market is chock full of books and bible studies for well seasoned believers but what about the woman who longs to know god but has never cracked open a bible
seek is a refreshingly real look at the fundamentals of the christian faith written for the woman who doesn t know jacob from job readers will discover answers to
essential questions like who is god the father son and holy spirit what does it mean to be a christian and what is the bible in language they understand seek
combines solid biblical teaching with engaging explanations to guide the spiritually curious woman on her journey to meet god
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Card-Carrying Christians
2021-05-24

in the waning years of latin america s longest and bloodiest civil war the rise of an unlikely duo is transforming colombia christianity and access to credit in her
exciting new book rebecca c bartel details how surging evangelical conversions and widespread access to credit cards microfinance programs and mortgages are
changing how millions of colombians envision a more prosperous future yet programs of financialization propel new modes of violence as prosperity becomes
conflated with peace and debt with devotion survival only becomes possible through credit and its accompanying forms of indebtedness a new future is on the
horizon but it will come at a price

Get Back Up: Trusting God When Life Knocks You Down
2013-03-01

life is not always easy or fair for the follower of christ yet sheryl giesbrecht has learned from the depths of past pain it is possible to be raised up it is possible to
heal most importantly it is possible to exchange hurt for hope in her inspirational new book get back up trusting god when life knocks you down sheryl tells her own
story she uses scripture to tell the stories of so many other biblical figures who stumbled before they could be helped up sheryl s message is one of hope trusting
god in the midst of a life turned upside down is essential to survival without him life would not be worth living climbing out of the pits of despair would be
impossible yes with god to lean on finding hope is possible healing is possible god is capable of taking our losses and mistakes and turning them into something
remarkably beautiful won t you let him

The Divine Invitation
2018-11-06

are you ready to enter the dance of becoming fully alive have you ever wondered if we have the god of heaven and earth living inside us why aren t we experiencing
more in life why aren t we seeing more transformation in ourselves or in others for that matter what does it look like to have jesus in me anyway as an individual
and also as a woman these are the questions life coach and pastor terri sullivant was asking herself when god answered her in a profound life changing way the
divine invitation provides a pathway to find what your heart deeply longs for in every area of life it s a metaphor showing the way for every woman to enter the
dance of becoming fully alive learning this dance is about developing a relationship with jesus like two people dancing skillfully and gracefully it s about becoming
so entwined with the thoughts words emotions and behaviors of jesus that the two of you are one you find that this deep connection transcends all of life enabling
you to live joyfully and freely come what may
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A Woman's Walk with God
2014-02-01

do you yearn for a closer walk with god for a greater understanding of what it means to let him live through you for the marks of his presence in your life author
elizabeth george gives practical help for how you can do that in this study of the fruit of the spirit discover love joy and peace that changes hearts families and
friendships patience kindness and goodness that seeks the best for everyone faithfulness gentleness and self control that brings spiritual victory in life s more
challenging moments a woman s walk with god is an invitation to experience the joys of moment by moment living in the lord s power and producing the fruit of the
spirit in every circumstance

The Way Home
2020-06-02

winner of the 2021 christian book award bible study category enter the story of ruth like never before through this 6 week bible study ruth was a vulnerable
widowed woman starting over in a foreign land while naomi was returning to community ruth was setting herself up to be the odd one out her whole life what gave
her the strength to do it could it be that she sensed all along that her journey away from moab was a journey toward home the story of ruth is a remarkable tale of
bravery calling and god s provision and it will come to life in new ways as you dig deep in this 6 week bible study tessa afshar author of award winning biblical and
historical fiction teaches you how to study the text discern meaning pray through it and live it out she ll show you how to draw on the same strength and courage
that ruth did and accept god s invitation to new beginnings in your own life this bible study also includes optional teaching videos that can be purchased separately
to enrich your study

How Jesus Broke the Rules to Set You Free
2015-10-01

popular speaker teacher and author sharon jaynes offers fresh understanding to the meaningful encounters women in the bible had with jesus she spends time with
jesus mother the woman at the well mary magdalene and others and she brings to life their experiences with the forgiveness healing and compassion of jesus as you
explore with sharon how god interacted with these women you ll uncover exciting and wonderful encounters and you ll see that he has great dreams for you today
he continues to transform women from insignificant to highly esteemed disgraced to full of grace guilty to forgiven you will discover god s heart and hope for you as
he lovingly exchanges your heartache hopelessness or shame for the beauty of wholeness
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An Invitation to the Table
2016-09-13

jesus spent a chunk of his ministry eating and drinking with the sinners and tax collectors of the world if we strive to be more like jesus shouldn t we do more of
what he did hospitality involves more than the domesticated event we have grown accustomed to practicing it is an embodiment of all the christian life stands for a
gesture of love opening up our hearts and lives and sacrificing luxury and security for the chance to display god s glory to receive hospitality from others is an
invitation to receive god s transformative power to work in their lives readers will ask themselves these questions what is hospitality is it something i am or
something i do how do i offer my life as a gesture of hospitality what are some practical ways for me to display and receive hospitality

Truly Our Sister
2003-05-22

Rest
2021-04-06

take time to connect with god and fill your spirit with peace rest often feels like an elusive goal in a world that never seems to shut down or even slow down given
all the demands on our time energy and resources our longing for calm quiet and stillness seems unrealistic and impossible complete with bible verses helpful
stories and practical application rest offers short devotions on a variety of everyday issues that will leave you refreshed and help you deepen your walk with god so
you can serve him more fully this book will speak to the heart of any woman looking to meet with god in a new way rest is an invitation for you to spend a few
minutes each day in quiet contemplation with the only source of true peace and restoration god himself

Catholic Theology of Marriage in the Era of HIV and AIDS
2015-04-09

marriage for life begins by listening to the lived experiences of catholic married hiv positive women in order to better understand their struggles the eight women
interviewed in chicago illinois usa shared their stories of marriage of family life of church involvement and of living with hiv their candid reflections offer a fresh
and grounded perspective on the challenges of living with hiv in a us context after listening to and learning from these women s experiences reimer barry
constructs a theology of christian marriage that is life giving in a world with aids while catholic teachings have developed and now affirm the equal dignity of
women and men troubling legacies of women s subordination remain embedded in liturgical practices and theological texts arguing that self care is an
indispensable component of a healthy marriage reimer barry constructs a life affirming theology of marriage that is sensitive to the struggles of her collaborators
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she argues that marriage for life must promote the full flourishing of both partners respect wives as equal partners with their husbands and offer a coherent and
empowering sexual ethic building on the wisdom of her collaborators lived experiences reimer barry examines the need for a more adequate catholic response to
hiv and aids arguing that church communities should promote comprehensive sexual education affirm both abstinence and condom use for hiv prevention and
actively work to reduce stigmatizing behaviors within church communities she also unpacks the implications of marriage for life for catholic liturgical practice
marriage preparation programs sexual education programs and family ministries modeling her method on what pope francis calls the art of accompaniment reimer
barry argues that catholic theology of marriage must be renewed and updated so that all can plainly understand that marriage is for life

A Woman's Walk with God
2014-02-01

do you yearn for a closer walk with god for a greater understanding of what it means to let him live through you for the marks of his presence in your life author
elizabeth george gives practical help for how you can do that in this study of the fruit of the spirit discover love joy and peace that changes hearts families and
friendships patience kindness and goodness that seeks the best for everyone faithfulness gentleness and self control that brings spiritual victory in life s more
challenging moments a woman s walk with god is an invitation to experience the joys of moment by moment living in the lord s power and producing the fruit of the
spirit in every circumstance

Equality of Women and Men
2017-06-19

we are witnessing today women being elected as presidents or prime ministers women that have been awarded nobel prizes that perform exceedingly in sports
winning olympic medals women that excel in art that have defended the rights of the oppressed that have gone to space that are active in politics and are ceos of
businesses and corporations women today are found in the most difficult jobs such as urgency paramedics workers in heavy machinery factories and in the
construction of skyscrapers they are in research laboratories or as members of toxic materials management teams this was not the scenario 175 years ago on the
contrary women since the cave times until the dawn of the twentieth century have been oppressed by the fact they were born as women social cultural economic
and political roles defined by men in those times obliged women to stay at home raising children without being allowed to aspire to play a significant role in the
construction of human history the explosion of women participating today in the social political and economic arenas of the advanced countries might give the
impression that this was their situation in the past not true this modern movement of women engaged in a tenacious struggle for equality with men has given them
unquestionable victories and a powerful consciousness of their role in the development of the history of humanity their victories were not given to them by men on
the contrary it has been a slow process that has demanded extraordinary effort from women all over the world we are just beginning to be witnesses of the potential
that women have and can foresee the brilliant future they are going to create for humanity appreciating defending and promoting this evolution is the invitation to
participate in such a noble journey
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Dreams and Supernatural Encounters
2011-05-17

dreams and supernatural encounters is a collection of personal experiences between god and an ordinary young woman through dreams and angelic visitations that
are explained in great detail each supernatural encounter teaches something unique about god and how he communicates with his beloved children from the united
states to israel asia iceland and poland each experience brings god closer to hearts worldwide from the tragedy of the sex trade to the committed houses of prayer
each dream encourages believers who are facing uncertain seasons in life your dreams mean more than you know don t be surprised if while reading these dreams
you think wow god is talking directly to me you will be encouraged inspired and uplifted with every encounter shared
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